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This catalog is designed to give the potential student information
about the program and policies of AIAM; its contents are subject to
change without notice. Provisions in this catalog supersede all
previously published materials and do not constitute an irrevocable
contract between the student and the school. No portion of this
catalog may be reproduced without written permission. A Student
Handbook will be provided at orientation or the first day of class.
The student handbook is an addendum to this catalog.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
“Educating Minds and Hands” 732-651-6060
www.massageschoolnewjersey.com
Dear Prospective Student,
As the founder and owner of the American Institute of Alternative Medicine,
I would like the opportunity to educate you.
I believe AIAM is dedicated to top-level instruction with our Massage Therapy program, in addition to
experienced and knowledgeable instructors in the field of massage therapy and corrective exercise. Our
goal is to provide our students the highest quality education possible, as well as raise the standards for the
massage therapy profession.
In the 28 years of education I have realized the potential of the growing field
of massage therapy and which direction the field is taking. We place the
utmost pride and integrity into every modality we teach and do not skim
over materials. You will be completely prepared for your new career with confidence in your ability, as
well as thoroughly prepare you for the MBLEx..
Thank you for your interest in our massage therapy school. It will be our pleasure to educate you and
help you achieve your goal of becoming a licensed massage therapist. Your massage career starts with
today.
Sincerely,
Mark Carangelo, LMT
Director

Accreditations, Authorizations, Approvals and Memberships
✧Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges (ACCSC)
✧Approved by the New Jersey Department of Education
✧Approved provider Category A for Continuing Education by the National
Certification Board for Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork (NCBTMB)
✧Approved service provider for work force development, New Jersey Department of
Labor
✧Member of Upledger Registry of Schools
American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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MISSION STATEMENT
“Educating Minds and Hands”
The mission of the American Institute of Alternative Medicine is to provide the highest
quality education available in the growing field of massage therapy, and to create
massage therapists who are ready to take their place in the professional work place.
We endeavor to make a positive difference in the quality of life for everyone who
participates with us, by comprehending the value of each individual, by encouraging
self-expression and creativity, and by assisting and supporting each person in realizing
personal and professional growth. We continuously study and evaluate student
outcomes and institutional achievement and utilize these outcomes to improve our
efforts for our student body, staff, employers and our community.

OBJECTIVES
To equip students with the necessary entry technical, professional and business skills
for competency, confidence and achievement in the field of massage therapy and
bodywork.
1. To prepare students to take the National Massage and
Bodywork Licensing Examination (MBLEx).
2. To prepare students for massage therapy certification or licensure in
New Jersey, and other states with similar requirements.

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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SCHOOL HISTORY
Mark founded AIAM in 1997 with desires to become the leader in
massage therapy education in New Jersey. Mark has the
distinction of becoming the first and only school owner appointed
by Governor Corzine to the massage and bodywork licensing
board.
Mark is the past treasurer of the American Massage Therapy Association NJ. Mark
has over nineteen years of experience educating students on various massage
therapy topics and possesses thousands of hours of clinical experience treating
patients with various acute and / or chronic pain syndromes. Mark specializes in NMT,
stretching, orthopedics, deep tissue and sports therapy. In addition, Mark contributes a
writing column in the AMTA New Jersey Chapter Magazine and has written three
books on Neuromuscular Therapy. Currently Mark is a consultant as a sports
massage therapist specializing in strength and conditioning with the Washington
Redskins NFL football team, and the UCLA and Columbia collegiate football teams.
Mark was inducted into the World Massage Therapy Hall of Fame in 2017, and
travels the country presenting programs to massage and bodywork professionals.
Graduating Class - October 2012

Graduating Class – March 2005

Graduating Class - October 2004

Graduating Class – October 2007
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FACILITY OF SCHOOL
AIAM relocated in early 2021 to Plaza Hill at 646 State
Rt 18 North, Building B, Ste 210, East Brunswick NJ
08816.
Our new facility is spacious, modern and professional
yet continues to convey the comfort, warmth, caring
and safety for which AIAM is known. The facility
includes one large classroom, four private clinical
rooms, an administrative office, and a beautiful lobby.

The school is equipped with massage tables, massage chairs, human skeletons,
anatomical charts, muscle models, projectors, and audio/visual equipment and various
other teaching aids. AIAM has an extensive library of books, periodicals, videos,
DVDs and a computer with anatomy programs containing a wide range of alternative
therapy training topics.
AIAM continues to grow, offering professional massage therapy and continuing
education courses to fulfill the certification/license requirements of New Jersey and
most other states. The curriculum is approved by the State Education Department of
New Jersey. AIAM has an Advisory committee made up primarily of massage
professionals and employers of massage therapists to keep the school abreast of the
ever changing demands of the profession.
AIAM is a dynamic school, meeting the rigorous demands of a profession that is
continually renewing itself. The faculty and staff are happy to communicate the
excitement of this process to our students and to share with them our years of
experience and dedication.

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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Job Placement
With the increasing popularity of alternative medicine, the need for quality massage therapists
has grown greatly within the health and wellness industry. Conditions such as migraine
headaches, back pain, anxiety and orthopedic conditions that have commonly been treated
with medications or surgeries are now being treated successfully with alternative methods.
Massage therapy is an important part of this emerging scene, and there are many
opportunities for our graduates. Job assistance is top priority for us. AIAM maintains an
updated list of employment opportunities in various settings. Currently, our graduates are
employed in private practices, chiropractic and medical offices, wellness centers, hospitals,
health clubs, resorts, cruise ships, spas, beauty and nail salons, physical therapy practices,
pain management centers, and massage therapy establishments.
Though we cannot guarantee employment, AIAM assists our graduates, even years after
graduation. AIAM graduates are respected in the field and we maintain ongoing relationships
with many physicians, chiropractors, hospitals, salons, spas and other employers.
AIAM will aid in the interview process and frequently arranges interviews with established
businesses, such as The Spa at the Heldrich Hotel, Massage Envy, New York Jets, Victory
Physical Therapy clinic, Covered Bridge Chiropractic, Aviator Day Spa, Aqua Spa, Hand &
Stone Spa, New York Sports Clubs, Jon Ric Salon, Heldrich Spa, Parabolic and Toto
Chiropractic Center.
We are also maintaining a job board on our website:
http://www.massageschoolnewjersey.com/jobboard.html

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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EXAMPLES OF EMPLOYMENT
FOR MASSAGE THERAPISTS ARE:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Physical Therapy Practices
Spas
Health Clubs
Resorts/Cruise Ships
Rehabilitation Centers
Hospitals
Chiropractic Practices
Major Corporations
Professional, Amateur and
HighSchool Athletic Teams
10) Medical Practices
11) Beauty Salons
12) Hotels

One of our graduates pictured here is
working for New York Sports Clubs

American Institute of Alternative Medicine

A picture of a sport massage event
at an MS fund raiser 2006
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Course of Study
Massage Therapy Program
The Massage Therapy Program is a 12-month, 680 clock hours, course of study. Day and
evening classes are available. Classes are four hours in length.
The Massage Therapy Program provide students with the necessary skills for
employment in the field of massage therapy. The program prepares students to
pass the National Certification Exam in Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork
(NCETMB) and the Massage and Bodywork Licensing Examination (MBLEx) and
to apply for New Jersey massage therapy certification and to practice massage
therapy in states with similar requirements.
Courses are taught with a combination of lecture, demonstration and practical application.
Upon graduation, students will be able to seek employment as massage therapists in
chiropractic offices, wellness centers, hospitals, health clubs, resorts, spas, physical therapy
offices, athletic facilities, psychotherapy offices, beauty and nail salons, pain management
centers and massage therapy establishments, or in private practice.
Upon satisfactory completion of all the requirements of the program, the student
will receive a Diploma in Medical Massage and Spa Therapy and a certificate in
Neuromuscular Therapy.

CLOCK HOURS
Anatomy, Physology and Pathology (150)
Anatomy & Physology
100
NMT Applied Anatomy & Pathology
50
Theory and Practice (394)
Fundamentals of Swedish Massage
Neuromuscular Therapy
Active Isolated Stretching
Orthopedic Assessment & Correction
Student Clinic
Ethics and Law (20)
Business and Ethics
NJ & FL Law and HIV/AIDS

72
42
40
40
200
10
10

American Institute of Alternative Medicine

Allied Modalities and Electives (116)
Myofacial Release
32
Reflexology
32
Chair Massage
16
Hot Stone Massage
16
Pregnancy Massage Techniques
10
Sports Massage
10
NOTE FOR ALL PROGRAMS:
A clock hour is defined as
50 minutes of staff-supervised
Instruction.
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Course Descriptions
ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
100 HOURS
A thorough study of the organizational levels of the human body with
extensive emphasis placed on the muscular, skeletal and nervous
systems. Skeletal muscles are examined thoroughly by studying the
region, attachment site, and actions. The students participate in this
procedure by utilizing hands on palpation accompanied by cadaver
videos and muscle models of every part of the body. Students also
utilize grease pencils to isolate specific muscles. Muscle tissue
is discussed in regards to function in health with relation to
massage therapy.
The skeletal system is discussed in great detail throughout the course with
relation to the muscular and nervous systems. The nervous system is examined
completely with emphasis placed on the central nervous system, peripheral
nerves, reflexes, dermatomes and possible pathology entrapment sites. The
functions and pathology of the circulatory, respiratory, endocrine, and lymphatic
systems are discussed with connection to their contribution to homeostasis.
Muscle testing and pathologies are discussed to determine their role so the
massage therapist may advise their client of possible contraindications. It is
important to determine the best course of action to be taken.

ACTIVE ISOLATED STRETCHING
40 HOURS
Aaron Mattes RKT, LMT Developed the Active Isolated
Stretching (AIS) method. This method of fascial release
provides effective dynamic facilitated stretching of
major muscle groups, but more importantly functional
and physiological restoration of superficial and deep
fascial planes. Performing AIS for no longer than 2.0
seconds, allows the targeted muscle to be optimally
lengthened, without triggering the protective stretch
reflex. AIS allows for substantial improvements in the muscle elasticity, range of
motion and eliminates postural distortions. Stretching is also incorporated into our
Sports Massage program.

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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BUSINESS and ETHICS
10 HOURS
Students will be provided information regarding how to set up a successful
massage therapy practice. Business management skills and marketing tools
are taught so the student may utilize these concepts in their practice.
Professional goal settings are discussed to round out the business aspects of
our program.

CHAIR MASSAGE
16 HOURS
Chair massage is a very valuable marketing tool for
every therapist and is utilized in many aspects of the
clinical experience at AIAM.
Students will be instructed on how to perform a
thorough chair massage and all the necessary
preparations to bring chair massage to the public.

FUNDAMENTALS of SWEDISH MASSAGE
72 HOURS
(This course is a prerequisite for Myofascial Release and Neuromuscular Therapy)

Students are instructed on the five strokes of
contemporary
Western
massage
and
to
systematically per- form a completely relaxing full
body massage. Techniques such as range of motion
and light stretching are taught to further relax the
client. Specific emphasis is placed on timing and
draping as well as maintaining proper body
mechanics while performing the Swedish massage.

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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HOT STONE MASSAGE
16 HOURS
Hot Stone massage is an effective technique that adds the
sensation of warmth to the benefits of a massage session.
Soothing Basalt stones incorporate radiant warmth which
provides deep relaxation, while softening fascia, relaxing
muscles, tendons and increases circulation.
Students will be instructed on the application of a full body
stone massage as well as the appropriate use of materials, set
up, time frame and contraindications.

NJ & FL LAW AND HIV/AIDS
10 HOURS
Discussions regarding massage therapy laws in NJ provide valuable information for
the legality of massage in New Jersey.
NJ LAW QUIZ - 10 HOURS

MYOFASCIAL RELEASE
32 HOURS
(Prerequisite: Fundamentals of Swedish massage)
Myofascial release is a style of deep tissue massage. Fascia is a continuous three
dimensional connective tissue that binds, supports, protects the organs and is
found throughout the body. Fascia allows for the flow of
nutrients into the body’s cells and to support the organs.
Fascia has the ability to conform to postural and muscular
stresses which inhibit free range of motion and blocks blood
flow.
When releasing these connective tissues through Myofascial release the
students will facilitate the client’s homeostasis. Students are instructed on the
use of elbows, fists and hands to be incorporated in the Myofascial release
massage.

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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NEUROMUSCULAR THERAPY
42 HOURS
(Prerequisite: Fundamentals of Swedish massage)
NMT is an advanced scientific technique that directly involves
the musculoskeletal and nervous systems. The goal of NMT is
to isolate and identify soft tissue irregularities in myofascial
pain patterns and to increase circulation and to normalize the
reflex arc. Students will be instructed on how to identify and
alleviate trigger points that may develop in soft tissue.
Students will learn how to formulate an effective treatment plan and perform
a thorough postural analysis.

NMT APPLIED ANATOMY & PATHOLOGY
50 HOURS
There are many pathologies that need to be discussed
in regards to assessing and effective treating a client.
For example, we discuss carpal tunnel syndrome,
Thoracic outlet syndrome, fibromyalgia, Bakers cysts
and Piriformis syndrome to name a few. It is our goal to
pre- pare our graduates with the ability to recognize
any pathology necessary to perform their job efficiently.

ORTHOPEDIC ASSESSMENT
40 HOURS
Students are instructed how to utilize assessment techniques which will allow
for the therapist to make an accurate assessment of a client’s condition.
Assessments such as muscle testing provide valuable
knowledge for when and how to apply specific
treatments and if a client needs to be referred to
another health care professional.
The advanced technique training is designed to evaluate
and recognize acute and/ or chronic pain syndromes. In
addition, students learn to implement an effective
treatment plan for most conditions. EXAMPLES ARE:
carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), temporomandibular joint dysfunction (TMJ),
fibromyalgia, sciatica, frozen shoulder, fallen arches and many others.
Orthopedics and advanced techniques will provide the students with
command and confidence in which treatments should be performed.

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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PREGNANCY TECHNIQUES
10 HOURS
This program explains the physiological changes
that occur during pregnancy. Techniques are
taught to alleviate the discomfort women may be
experiencing during this time. Students are
instructed on specific body positioning for the
expectant mother.
Post Natal techniques are taught to bring the
mother’s body into homeostasis with emphasis
placed on the pelvic region and the core muscles.
Pictured above is a student performing a
prenatal massage in our student clinic.

REFLEXOLOGY
32 HOURS
Reflexology is an ancient and respected
Eastern philosophy based technique that
stimulates points found on the foot that
correspond too many areas of the human
body. Applying reflexology will rejuvenate the
client’s entire body as well as increase
homeostasis.

Middle picture shows a student performing chair massage on
New York Jets head coach Rex Ryan during externship
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STUDENT CLINIC
200 HOURS
This section of our program is continuous
throughout the entire year and is an
immeasurable tool for the student’s growth
and development. The student clinic is where
our students perfect their skill by participating
in all aspects of the clinic. Interaction duties
such
as
arranging
appointments,
evaluating client history forms and SOAP
note taking are necessary skills needed in the
professional massage therapy market. The
students also perform massage therapy on a
wide range of clients in a supervised setting.

Pictured Above: Students before performing
sports massage and orthopedic massage at the
New York Jets training facility

SPORTS MASSAGE
10 HOURS
Specific PRE event sports massage
techniques are taught to prepare an
athlete for their event. Specific POST
massage techniques are taught to
return
the
athletes
body
to
homeostasis. AIAM arranges for off
campus
sports
massage
to
be
performed by our students at local
events to perfect their skill and
confidence. Examples are: swimming
meets,
golf
outings,
volleyball
tournaments, 5k runs, local charities
and others.
Pictured here Students performing at March of Dimes
Walkathon in March of 2003.
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Continuing Education
AIAM is approved by The National Certification Board for Therapeutic Massage and
Bodywork for Continuing Education Provider, Category A
#399100-00
AIAM offers Continuing Education Credits in a wide variety of massage therapy
related topics. It is our belief that our Continuing Education programs are of the
highest quality education available and are presented in a small hands-on setting

where learning and retention of materials
is of extreme importance. We take the
time to write and provide all essential
manuals with each course offered. We
also sponsor some of the most
respected and professional presenters in
the world. We have James Waslaski and
Aaron Mattes regularly to our school to
provide their expertise on many subjects.
Pictured left: International Presenter James Waslaski
at our 3rd Annual Orthopedic Seminar

CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES OFFERED:
Aromatherapy
Functional Integrated
Neuromuscular Therapy
Therapy (FIT)
Reflexology
Developed by Mark Carangelo - owner
Hot Stone Massage
Stretching (AIS)
Cupping Therapy
Orthopedic Assessment
Myofascial Release
Kinetic ActivationTechnique (KAT)
NeuroMuscular Reprogramming (NMR)
DermoNeuroModulation (DNM)
New JerseyLaw
Prenatal Massage
Tui Na

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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Faculty and Staﬀ
Mark Carangelo – LMT, Director, Instructor
Darcy Doggett – LMT, Instructor
Maureen Kane – LMT, Instructor, Admissions
Mara Maguire – LMT, Administration, Admissions, Financial Aid

Advisory Board
Mark Carangelo

James Waslaski

Darcy Doggett

Jocelyn Olivier

Mara Maguire

Dennis Alne

Maureen Kane

Elliott Kreppel

Mark Kreisler

Admissions
Massage Therapy is intimate work. We look for students of high moral character who
display a high degree of professionalism, sensitivity, trust and care.
In order to apply for admissions, you must be at least 18 years of age*, in good
health, and possess a high school diploma or GED equivalent. You will need to supply
a copy of your high school or college diploma or GED equivalent (or higher) in order
to verify that you meet admission standards.
Document Verification Policy
AIAM requires an official diploma or transcript be sent directly from the graduating
educational institution. Please request an official document be sent to:
AIAM Enrollment Office
646 Route 18, Suite 210
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
The New Jersey Division of Consumer Affairs regulates the board of Massage
Therapy and Bodywork in the State of NJ. Applicants for examination and licensure
must have a high school diploma or GED or a certified transcript from a high
school. The New Jersey Department of Education does not recognize home school
or on-line diplomas because there are no credential requirements in the state
codes that verify the legitimacy of the education received.

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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When presented with a copy of a high school diploma or transcript that is questionable
the following steps are taken to verify that the high school diploma is legitimate.
1. Search the NJ Department of Education for the school’s code. If the school

does not have a code the applicant must obtain a GED.
2. Search the State Department of Education’s website or the actual school’s

website if the student obtained a high school diploma from an outside state.
If the review of the website raises any questions about the diploma being
presented it will not be accepted as proof of a high school diploma and the
applicant must obtain a GED.
3. Applicants with on-line diplomas must obtain a GED.
4. Applicants with educational credentials from outside of the United States and

Territories must provide certification and translation of documents pursuant to
the policies outlined in the School Catalog.
Under certain circumstances AIAM may elect to enroll a student under 18 years
of age. In this case, the Parent or legal guardian of the student must also sign the
Enrollment Agreement.
*

Admissions Procedure
The admissions process is comprised of the following steps:
 Complete a registration form (page 30 or Online Registration - Optional)
 School tour with Director
 Meet with Enrollment Advisor at AIAM
 Copy of high school or college transcript sent directly from the issuing institution
 Registration and Book Fees (total of $500) paid upfront
All non-English language documents must be translated and a credential validation
performed prior to acceptance for admission. An approved translation and validation
service must be used. AIAM will not accept any documents which do not meet
acceptable standards. We recommend the following organizations for these services:
Translation
The Language Center
732-613-4554
www.thelanguagectr.com
Credential Validation
World Education Service
1-212-966-6311
www.wes.org

Note: Classes are limited to insure optimal student and teacher ratio. Additional
faculty are assigned to hands-on or laboratory classes larger than 16 students.
The maximum class size is 20 students. A $150.00 registration fee will reserve
your space in class. The registration fee will be credited towards the cost of tuition.
American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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Policies, Procedures and Student
Information
Non-discrimination policy
AIAM considers all applicants equally, regardless of sex, age, color, race,
handicap, lifestyle preference, religion or national origin.

Records
Student records are maintained at the school office. All records are confidential and
will be released only by written authorization by the student. A student may make
an appointment with an administrative staff member to review his/her records.
Diplomas and transcripts will be available to students within three weeks of
completing graduation requirements. Each graduate will receive a diploma and one
official transcript. Upon graduation additional transcripts may be requested. There
is a processing fee of $15.00 per transcript requested. Replacement Diplomas are
$35.00.

Grading system
90 – 100
80 - 89
75 – 79
74 –below
Incomplete

A
B
C
F
I

4.0 points
3.0 points
2.0 points
0.0 points
Course work is
incomplete

The Massage Therapy program is taught through lectures and techniques. Lecture
instruction is conducted utilizing visual aids such as overhead and slide projector, white
board, standing skeleton, muscle displays and various audio-video aids including
cadaver videos.
Technique instruction is conducted by way of demonstration and practice time.
Information is included in the Technique Manual, and some additional hand-outs are
provided to students and homework is established as well as student assignments.
Students are evaluated by written quizzes and practical exams. There will be a
comprehensive, final examination at the end of the course.
Study groups and tutorial sessions may be helpful to the student. Tutorial sessions
cost $35.00 an hour and are paid for by the student in addition to the school’s
tuition. Study Groups with classmates are encouraged.

Transfer of Credit Policy
Incoming students to AIAM who have earned credits at another institution may
have the opportunity to apply those credits toward AIAM course work. The credits
must meet the following criteria and cannot exceed 75% of the total credit
requirements for graduation.
American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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To be considered for transfer credit, the application of admission must be
completed, all required documentation for enrollment received, be accepted for
admission by AIAM, and have provided all applicable transfer documentation as
noted below. You will be notified by email within two weeks of acceptance into the
program as to the status of your transfer credits. If a practical evaluation is
required, you will be notified to set up an appointment.

Approval Criteria for Transfer of Credit







Criteria for eligible transfer credits is as follows:
The course is from an accredited institution in the same field of study as AIAM.
Course content must be similar to the curriculum of study at AIAM.
Course grade must be C (75%) or greater.
Course must have been completed no longer than five years prior to the date of
application for study at AIAM.
Life experience credit is not given, however with documented and verified work
experience, and successful completion of a practical evaluation proctored by the
Director and instructional staff, credit toward specific educational criteria may be
offered.
Please note that transfer credits are not calculated in the student’s grade point average.

Requirements for Graduation
American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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In order to graduate and receive your Diploma from AIAM the following
conditions must be met:
•
•
•
•

Tuition and all school fees must be current.
Grade point average of 80% or 3.0 or better.
Satisfactoryattendance
Student file complete

Satisfactory Academic Progress
Satisfactory academic progress must be maintained while enrolled in the school.
Progress reports are issued by the school on a quarterly basis.
Grades of incomplete and repetition of classes generally affect the maximum
time frame for satisfactory progress. The program must be completed in 1.5
times the normal time frame for completion or the student will be dropped from
the program. The student must then apply for readmission to continue with the
program.
For the Massage Therapy Program the maximum time for completion of the program
is eighteen months.
If a student’s grade average drops below 75% or 2.5, the student will be placed on
probation and meet with the Director so corrective steps can be taken to achieve a
higher academic standard. Recommendations may include tutorial sessions and
helpful study advice. Tutorial sessions cost $35.00 per hour and are the responsibility
of the student. Fees are due at the time of the session. If the student does not display
signs of improvement at the end of the probationary period, they may be dismissed.
Students who wish to appeal dismissal may do so in writing to the Director.

Appeals Process
A student may appeal a determination of unsatisfactory progress by submitting a
written appeal to the Director within five days of dismissal. The Director will
forward the appeal to the school appeals board. A hearing will be held within ten
days of receipt of the appeal.
The appeals board will consist of faculty members who have taught the student in
class (excluding the Director), and administrative staff with knowledge of the
student’s situation. Special consideration will be made for mitigating circumstances
(i.e. illness, death in the family, etc). The appeals board may reverse the decision
of the Director if they find the unusual circumstances of the student warrant
reinstatement.
Should the student be readmitted, he/she will be required to enter into a probationary
period agreement established by the board.

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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Attendance Policy
Good attendance habits are important in both school and in the professional world. AIAM
encourages its students to create good habits, including punctuality and participating fully
in class. All students are allocated 10 absences without requiring course make-up.
Any student who is absent for 10 consecutive days without contacting the school will be
dismissed. A student may appeal this action by writing the Director.
Attendance affects course grade. The student is responsible for contacting the instructor in
the event of an absence to discuss the necessary course of actions. If any absences occur,
the instructor may require make-up of hours or materials. You are permitted 10 total
absences before tutorial sessions are required.

Late and Early Leaving Policy
Coming late to class and leaving early is unprofessional behavior and disruptive to others and
therefore discouraged. Late arrival and leaving early will be noted on the attendance record and
will negatively affect the student’s attendance report. Late arrival or early leaving may also affect
the student’s grade, at the discretion of the instructor. Some instructors may prohibit late entry
to class and the student will be marked absent.

Make up Policy
Any class work missed due to tardiness or absence must be finished by the end of the
following quarter. The following options apply to completing class work missed:
• Substitution of the same class at another time.
• Tutoring sessions. (Cost to student, $35.00 per hour.)
• Verifiable tutoring arranged by the student with another student, AIAM graduate or other health
care professional. You may be required to demonstrate proficiency by examination in the subject
you missed.
• Other make-up procedures as deemed appropriate by the instructor.

Leave of Absence
AIAM will only grant a leave of absence on a short term basis. Students must submit a
notification by email stating their reason for requesting a leave of absence as well as the
starting and ending date for this leave.
Students with extenuating circumstances including medical, financial and family
emergencies who require an extended leave from classes will be treated as a withdraw.
Students who withdraw will be eligible to receive tuition refunds in accordance with the
published refund policy. Students who wish to return to class at a later time will be treated as
a reentry student.

Re- Admittance Policy
A student who has not completed the 12-month program within eighteen months of the first
day of class will be dropped from the school. The student may apply for readmission and, if
accepted, all applicable completed coursework will be transferred to the new admission.
The student will need to pay a re-application fee of $25.00.

The decision to admit a student applying for readmission will be made by the Director.
A readmitted student will be responsible for fulfilling the curriculum, graduation and other
requirements of the current catalog of the class to which he/she is readmitted. This may mean
the readmitted student will need to take additional classes, purchase additional textbooks, pay
additional tuition and make other accommodations to complete the catalog requirements of the
new class.

American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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Conditions for Dismissal
A student may be dismissed from the school for the following reasons:
• Failure to pay tuition on time.
• Attending class under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
• Behavior that is potentially dangerous to clients.
• Absenteeism in excess of school policy.
• Cheating on an examination.
• Failure to meet satisfactory progress requirements in academic
areas or massage skills.
• Physical or verbal abusive behavior to a staff member, student or client.
• Taking or using the property of the school without permission from a
director.
• Immodest or inappropriate dress in violation of school policy.
• Behaviors that disrupt class functioning and class learning.
• Inability to relate to others in a professional, positive manner.
• Improper sexual behavior toward staff, students or clients.
• Illegal actions, such as theft.
In the case of dismissal, tuition will be refunded according to the “Refund Policy”
located in this catalog.

Complaint Policy
During orientation, each student will receive a student handbook which contains a form
for reporting any concerns or suggestions. That form may be submitted through the
front desk or directly to a director. All reports of concerns or suggestions will receive a
response from the school within 10 days.

Student Services
AIAM is committed to help you find any professional support you may need. The following local
counseling and service providers have been identified to provide support, advice and
information to help you to succeed in your educational pursuits.
Student Counseling Support
The Center for Therapy and Counseling Services
Some of the benefits available from therapy include:










Attaining a better understanding of yourself, your goals and values
Developing skills for improving your relationships
Finding resolution to the issues or concerns that led you to seektherapy
Learning new ways to cope with stress and anxiety
Managing anger, grief, depression, and other emotionalpressures
Improving communications and listening skills
Changing old behavior patterns and developing newones
Discovering new ways to solve problems in your family ormarriage
Improving your self-esteem and boostingself-confidence”

Website: http://www.centerfortherapy.net/index.html

Contact number: 732-254-0600

Financial and Social Services
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Middlesex County Board of Social Services – Administers many Federal and
State programs to assist in areas of financial services, childcare, housing,
nutrition, medical care, etc.
Website:
http://middlesexsocialservices.com/programs/
Contact number: 732-745-3500 or Toll Free at 1-800-SOCIAL2
Childcare
Community Childcare Solutions – A child care resource for families, child care professionals
and the community in Somerset and Middlesex counties.
https://www.communitychildcaresolutions.org/programs/child-care-resource-referral-servicesfamilies
Middlesex County childcare referral: 732-324-4357

Housing
Housing Coalition Of Central Jersey - This non-profit organizations help the low to moderate income
obtain housing. It is a HUD certified agency, and can deal with a variety of housing issues, such as
rent assistance, mortgages, foreclosure, and landlord / tenant concerns.
New Brunswick: 732-249-9700
Middlesex County Public Health Department –
Address: 75 Bayard Street - 5th Floor, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901,
Phone: 732-745-3100.

Transportation

New Jersey Transit – Train and bus information.
Website: http://www.njtransit.com/sf/sf_servlet.srv?hdnPageAction=TrainTo
Operator assistance: (973) 275-5555
Yellow Cab - (732) 249-6606

Oasis Taxi - (732) 251-3700
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School calendar – Office hours

Class start times for our 12-month program
Spring class: March 2022 – March 2023
Summer class (if held): June – June
Fall class: September 2022 – September 2023
AIAM observes the following holidays:
New Year’s Eve and Day * Easter * Memorial Day * Independence Day * Labor Day
* Thanksgiving Day * Christmas Eve and Day

The school business office is open:
Monday through Friday:

10 AM to 3 PM

Office Phone: 732-651-6060
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Tuition and Fees
Tuition and fees for the Massage Therapy Program (Twelve months, 680 clock hours)

Tuition
Registration Fee
Books, video, supplies (oils)
Total cost of program

$6,500.00
150.00
350.00 estimate
$7,000.00

No interest payment plans and need based scholarships are available.
*** THERE ARE SEVERAL PAYMENT PLANS AVAILABLE ***
12 MONTH PLAN
18 MONTH PLAN
24 MONTH PLAN
Tuition payments that are 10 days late will be charged a $30.00 late fee.
The student must pay all collection or legal fees the school incurs as a result
of non- payment of tuition.

Federal Financial Aid
Free Federal Grants can be applied for if the student does not have a 4-year
college degree. Applications can be completed at fafsa.gov. Please contact the
school office for additional information.

Cost of Attendance
An averaged calculation of annual costs based on students surveyed from the
2019- 2020 school calendar year, including school and personal costs.

Tuition
Fees
Books and supplies (inc. linens)
Transportation
Personal Expenses (food, toiletries, etc.)
Room and Board (off-campus)
Total estimated Cost of Attendance

American Institute of Alternative Medicine

$6,500.00
150.00
450.00
4,685.00
5,083.00
17,747.00
$34,515.00
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Class Materials
The school will supply lubricant for the classroom and use in the student clinic. The
student must supply 2-4 sets of twin sheets (no white) for use in the classroom and
student clinic.
Massage tables, bolsters and other supplies are provided for the students to use
while in class and in the student clinic. The classrooms, which contain massage
tables, are available for student practice when the school is open and not in use.
The purchase of a massage table is not required; however, most students will want
one. The average price of massage tables ranges from $200 to $500.
It is suggested that students provide proof of basic life support certification (CPR)
before graduation. The cost of this class is the responsibility of the student.

Withdrawal and Refund Policies
All withdrawals must be provided as written notice and submitted or mailed to the school
director or administrator to be valid. Emails and other electronic notifications will not be
accepted.
Withdrawal Policy
Tuition and fee refunds will conform to the rules and regulations of the state of
New Jersey. Refunds will be paid within 30 days of the date of determination of
withdrawal.
If a course of instruction is discontinued by the school, every attempt will be
made to place a student in an alternate class. If this is not possible and
prevents the student from completing the course, tuition and fees will be
refunded as per the school refund policy.
•

You may cancel enrollment prior to entering classes by giving a written
notice to the school by email. The effective date of cancellation will be the
date the email has been sent.

•

If cancellation occurs within 72 hours of signing the enrollment agreement
(until midnight of the third day excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays),
you will receive a 100% refund of any payments made, excluding the
registration fee. If you have not toured the school and inspected the
premises prior to signing the enrollment agreement, you have an additional
3 days following a tour and inspection to request a full refund of any
monies paid to the institution.

•

If cancellation occurs after the 72-hour grace period but before
commencement of classes, the registration fee will be retained by the school
and the tuition paymentwill be 100% refundable, but in no event may the
school retain more than $150.
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Refund Policy
For all students who withdraw on or before the 50% point in the program,
the following prorated refund is calculated:

• Withdrawal or cancellation during the first week of the program, the school
retains 10% of the tuition.
• Withdrawal or cancellation during the second or third week of the program,
the school retains 20% of the tuition.
• Withdrawal or cancellation after the third week of the program but prior to
completion of 25 % of the course, the school retains 45% of the tuition.
Withdrawal
or cancellation after 25 % of the program, but prior to completion
•
of 50 percent of the course, the school retains 70% of the tuition.
• Withdrawal or cancellation after 50 % or more of the program, the school
retains 100% of the tuition.
• When a termination or withdrawal occurs, a calculation of all allowable
charges shall be made, using the withdrawal notification date or the last
recorded date of attendance as a baseline.

Default of Tuition Payment Over 60 Days
If the student (and/or person financially responsible) signing this contract is in
default over 60 days or more (payment is 60 or more days late), collection for
Total Tuition Cost will be started. A new enrollment agreement may replace this
one. A 7% finance fee will be applied on all unpaid tuition balance each month
that payment is not received.
The student is responsible for paying all legal fees incurred as a result of
collection efforts for non- payment of tuition.

Financial Aid - Return of Title VI Policy
For students who withdraw from the course and have received Financial Aid grant awards
(Title IV), a calculation will be made based on the hours completed to confirm if any of the
grant awards funds need to be returned (if less than 60%/205 clock hours) within each
award period (each 6 months).
Once this calculation has been processed and any Title IV funds have been returned,
the school will calculate the final total of tuition owed by the student (based on the Return
Policy calculation) and the remaining tuition balance will be owed by the student.

Student Complaint Procedure
Schools accredited by the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and
Colleges must have a procedure and operational plan for handling student
complaints. If a student does not feel that the school has adequately addressed a
complaint or concern, the student may consider contacting the Accrediting
Commission. All complaints reviewed by the Commission must be in written form
and should grant permission for the Commission to forward a copy of the complaint
to the school for a response. This can be accomplished by filing the ACCSC
Complaint Form. The complainant(s) will be kept informed as to the status of the
complaint as well as the final resolution by the Commission.
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Please direct all inquiries to:
Accrediting Commission of Career Schools & Colleges
2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 302
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 247-4212
www.accsc.org | complaints@accsc.org
A copy of the ACCSC Complaint Form is available at the school and may
be
obtained
by
contacting
complaints@accsc.org
or
at
https://www.accsc.org/StudentCorner/Complaints.aspx.

School Closure
In the event of an unannounced school closure, students enrolled at the time
of closure must contact the Department of Labor and Workforce
Development’s Training Evaluation Unit within ninety (90) calendar days of the
closure. Failure to do so within the ninety (90) days may exclude the student
from any available form of assistance. The contact number to call is (609) 2924287 or email at trainingevaluationunit@dol.nj.gov.
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REGISTRATION FORM
American Institute of Alternative Medicine
646 Route 18, Suite 210
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
Phone: 732.651.6060
Email: aiammassage@gmail.com
Name_________________________________________________________
Address
City____________________________________State
Phone

Zip

Cell

Emai
Date of Birth
Occupation
Employer
Address

Phone

AIAM suggests sending this completed registration to the school.
You will be contacted to visit the school and meet with the Director.
A copy of this registration form is available for download on our website
http://www.massageschoolnewjersey.com/AIAMNJ/registration.html

Classes begin two-three times a year!

Thank
American Institute of Alternative Medicine
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Stay in touch with your career at
www.MassageCareerNJ. Com

Educating Minds and Hands
p: 732-651-6060

email: aiammassage@gmail.com
©2022 American Institute of Alternative Medicine. All Rights Reserved
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